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ABSTRACT 

In the present paper criteria are defined for the comparison of the efficiency of a 
-__1~-,-~-- I-_ _+._- LC__^L .-zrl- rnuinp~ying wu5Lc;r W~GL WIW a iitii-ririiitipijhg acCei%&Or kii~i fCr tifeiWii 

injection times and pulse widths. In order to obtain a “symmetric pulse” from the 

booster, the “Effective Figure of Merit”: EFM = 0.75 A, where A stands for 

the multipiication of the booster. It is shown that for solid state physics scattering 

experiments using impinging neutrons in the energy range of 0.05 < E< 10 eV, 

there exists a lower limit of one psec for the pulse width and therefore a booster 

target with an amplification of A = 10, a generation time r= 0.02 t.asec, has a 
“Figure of Merit”: FM = 10 and for “symmetric pulses” an EFM = 7.5. For the 

epi-thermal energy region, an optimum slowing down. fIux is achieved for an 
effective water moderator thickness of 28 mm resulting in an energy dependent 
moderator pulse width: At r_ 2/,/E @set, E in eV). If the booster pulse is matched 

to the moderator response function, then the accelerator injection time ta =.$ At, 
This leads to an energy dependent figure of merit: FM(E), that ia rapidly decreasing 

with energy and equal to one at 50 eV. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The fust powerful booster target has been constructed and operated by Pool1 at 

HarweiL It was and it is used for neutron cross section work in the epithermal neu- 

where a2 is the variance of the neutron pulse and given by 

d 
= tz@(t)dt 

a2= _ 

d 
d(t)dt ’ 

(2) 

In equation (l), “n” may vary89g as 

O<n<4. (3) 

figure of merit is given by 

In the following considerations we limit ourselves to that definition 
merit to be used to chatnctctiw the ~ffbi~n~~~ nf - k~~r+a+ 4---4 

-- -- ---- -- -------a-- _- rr*rrA”Alr, “L 4 “““JL~A CCU~GL. 

(4) 

of the figure of 

IL COMPARISON OF THE EFFICIENCY OF A MULTIPLYING BOOSTER TARGET 

COMPARED TO A NON-MULTIPLYTNG ACCELERATOR TARGET 

If & (n/set> is the accelerator neutron source strength without multiplication, the neu- 

tron source strength of the booster target changes per unit time as followslo: 

d#B 40 -=-&bB +- 
dt 7 (5) 
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where the decay constant is given by 

x =lol_ Ul-PI-1 = 1 
7 7 7A 

(6) 

is the amplification, 7 the generation time, the time between 
..B-era.W.G..a Gz”&--- :_ *a., -..,ti- I___ 
WIWC~UUVG IBNIIJ, A W UN KINUUpIiCation factor ad fl tie deiayed neuncm fmciion 

ia the booster target. 

From equation (5) and (6) follows 

#B(t) = A&+ (l-A&e-% (7) 

In Fig. 1 the pulse shape is shown for a booster target pulse with amplikation of 10 

and different injection times X = 7 h=I, 6, lOand_, where t,, is the injection time 

in units of 7, the generation time. The figure of me& of the booster pulse compared 

to the respective acceierator input pulse is given by: 

l34=FM(A,7,,, t,,)= 
FM (Booster) 

FM (Accelerator) = 

~4S(t)dt12/~z9B(t)dt Booster 
= 

fj09&(t)dt]’ !bp t2 #,(t)dt _Accelep_tor 

(8) 

F’MA, 7, to)= 
A2 
i 

A-3(1-A)eT($ f&$) +k$ 

where X= h. This figure of merit, FM, has been plotted in Fii. 2 and 3 for an am- 

plification 065 and 10 respectively. Note that the injection time t,, /r has to be 5 and 7 

correspondingly in order to obtain the same performance characteristic as the accelerator 

itself. Only for longer injection times the maximum value of 5 and 10 can be reached. 

IIL THE “SYMMETRIC PULSE SHAPE CONDITION” FOR THE BOOSTER PULSE 

For a number of reasons it is desirable to have a “symmetric pulse shape” also for the 

booster pulse. In order to achieve that we have to request that 

2- 01 =a22 (9) 
'I /,' 
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where 

and r” (t-t&+&t+-ut-v dt 
(Q = t-t& 

t { &,(ta) e-‘+*dt 
-0 

for t > t,, , as indicated in Fq 4. 

From equations (91, ( 10) and ( 11) follows 

xf 
Y=T -(l-A)e A - 

<[lI-+2] 2AhO 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

From equation (12) and ( 8) follows the “Effective Figure of Merit (EFM)” which is 

plotted as a function of A in Fig. 5. It turns out that the EFM for a symmetric pulse 

shape is given approximatef y by 

EFM 10.75 - A = 0.75 FM (maximum). (13 

IV. THE ADVANTAGES OF A BOOSTER TARGET FOR NEUTRON SCATTERING 

EXPERIMENTS 

Fnr VPIV apnevsl ROQ~TIP cllrh se intPn+v md~tnr- L “I ‘“_J a”.*“*- *r-I.” I-- Y __“..I _J , a-w_ camnle- a_d detector thicknew- _..__ , era’ --_----_--, 

we have to match the time- and length of flight path resolution 1 ok 1 1 * 

At At U 4x 10-2 
- =-v =_a 
t II e 40 

= :r3 (14) 

or 

At= lo+ set (1% 

where At is the full width at half maximum of the neutron pulse, t the flight time of 

neutrons with velocity v over a flight path of length L and A!I is its uncertainty. 
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Therefore, one ysec pulses are a lower limit in neutron scattering experiments. 

Considering a booster target with multiplication 10, we obtain according to Fig. 3 for a 

“symmetric pulse shape” an injection time of t,, s 227. Booster targets with a gene- 

ration time of t s 0.02 wet can be built leading to an injection time t,, * 0.5 WC and 

an effective multiplication of 7.5. The booster pulse shape is well matched with the 

moderator response function of heterogenously poisened moderators 7-11 and neutron 

energies En < 10 eV. 

V. THE BOOSTER EFFICIENCY IN THE Epi4’HERMAL ENERGY REGION 

It has been sh~wn~-~~~l~ that for epithermal neutrons an optimum slowing down flux is 

obtained for an effective moderator thiclcness of 2.8 cm resulting in an energy dependent 

moderator pulse width of 

At= d S 2 (psec) 
v 4 

(16) 

where the neutron energy is given in eV. 

If we want to match the accelerator booster pulse with the response function of the mode 

rator then the accelerator injection time to ought to be 

t,, = lAt- f 

or for 

(17) 

(18) 

Using equation (8), the energy dependent Figure of Merit has been calculated for an am- 

plification A = 10 and a neutron generation time r = 20 nanosec and the results are plotted 

in Fig. 6. As we can see from Fig 6, the booster is only useful for neutron energies below 

about 50 eV. Around 10 eV, the FM 2 5. Therefore the use of booster targets in the 

epi-thermal energy range is rather limited. The best use of booster targets can be made for 

solid state physic scattering experiments wing impinging neutrons with energies below 

10 eV where the maximum Figure of Merit can be obtained 
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Fig. 2 - Figure of Merit for a Booster target with 
Amplification of 5 
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Fig. 3 - Figure of Merit for a Booster target with 
Amplification of 10 
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A: Amplification 

Fia. 5= The Effective Fiaure of Merit for Svmmetric Puke- Shape 
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Fig.6- Ftgure of Merit for a Booster target as Function 
of Neutron energy with Amplification of 10 
and generation time z = 0.02 psec 


